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Quality web solution providers these days are known to offer professional web design and
programming services to support visual appearance of clientâ€™s business in the online world.
Irrespective of differences between different elements like web design, programing, web
development, etc, all these play a significant role in ecommerce development.

In this article, weâ€™ll come to know different aspects of web design Vancouver and programming so
that one can get to know about their role, importance and major differences between them. With
reference to web design vs. programming, letâ€™s get to know about web design first.

Web design Vancouver creates Front-end

Various tasks are involved in the creation of web page and this is what related with designing of
sites. It can be said that it is the process that is focussed on creating the front-end of pages. Myriad
pages are there of a website that offers information with the application of various technologies
linked together with certain hyperlinks.

Plethora of formats for the viewing of a website is used by designers. They account for actual size of
the monitor, browsers for non-sighted surfers and various display settings for the creation of pages.
These factors are considered in incorporate dynamism in order to create an attractive web page for
various size based browsers. They also create static for fixed-size components and images.

Possibilities for designing are limitless to cope up with the situation of dynamism and versatility,
designers believe in flexibility of Flash and various other embedded technologies.

Web programming creates Back-end

Web programmers come with basic knowledge of programming and skills. Back-end is comprised of
information for non-human browsers and programmers work on creating such information. HTML
that stands for HyperText Markup Language and several other languages are used to affect the
appearance of websites positively.

PHP programming is one of the major kinds which are used for dynamic sites, the language works
across most platforms and is a general-purpose scripting language used widely on web. And to
create secure, convenient scalable solutions, ASP.Net language is used by programmers.  ASP
programming is simple solutions primarily used on Windows servers. How to code a database, how
to set navigation at best and which are essential modules or sections for the page are some of the
major considerations of programmers.

Considering web design vs. programming, both plays a very crucial role in the creation of websites.
In spite of differences in their working principles, methods and limitations, both are brilliant concepts
of creating a user-friendly website.
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Simon David - About Author:
Nirvana Canada is a fast growing a web design Vancouver Company. It is also one of the prominent
names in a SEO Vancouver services. Go through the website to understand various aspects of web
design vs. programming and other concepts of website creation.
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